SmartShift Now
Standard on
JLG® Telehandlers

Maximize efficiency while helping to protect your telehandler’s transmission with the new SmartShift automatic shifting technology. Standard on models 742, 943, 1043, 1055 and 1255, SmartShift enables the transmission to automatically shift when 3rd and 4th gears are selected, reducing manual shifting and optimizing transmission performance.

Key Features:
• Ensures the most efficient gear is selected when traversing rough terrain and climbing or descending a grade
• Manual shifting is required less often for improved efficiency
• Helps prevent transmission overheating
• Downshifts and reversals are prevented at high speeds helping to minimize transmission wear and damage
• Automatic shifting is only enabled when either 3rd or 4th gears are selected. There is no automatic shifting with 1st or 2nd gear
• SmartShift feature can be disabled by a service technician using a JLG analyzer

SmartShift is standard on JLG telehandler models 742, 943, 1043, 1055 and 1255 manufactured after November 10, 2019, beginning with serial number 0160101123.

For new machine orders, contact your JLG Sales Representative or the Sales Department at 1-877-JLG-LIFT.